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L'abolizione delle sanzioni contro l'Iran e lo shipping

“Sanctions are a necessary middle ground between war 
and words”

Kofi Annan
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The sanctions relevant to the shipping and insurance 
markets - UN Sanctions
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Resolution Nr. Provisions relevant for shipping/insurance

1737/2006
• Prevents the supply – inter alia, using flag vessels - of

black-listed goods and technology which could contribute
to Iran’s development of nuclear weapon delivery systems

1747/2007 • Vigilance and restraint in supplying – inter alia, using flag
vessels - arms or related services to Iran

1803/2008

• Inspection of Iranian vessels to prevent breaches of
resolutions

• Vigilance in entering into commitments for public
provided financial support for trade with Iran, including
the granting of export credits, guarantees or insurance, in
order to avoid the proliferation of nuclear activities

1929/2010

• Prohibits the provision of fuel or supplies, or other
servicing of vessels, to Iranian-owned/chartered vessels

• Provisions vs IRISL
• Prohibits insurance/re-insurance if  those services could 

contribute to Iran’s nuclear activities



The sanctions relevant to the shipping and insurance 
markets - US Sanctions
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Act Provisions relevant for shipping/insurance

Executive Order 
12959 
(1995)

• General ban on US trade with, investment in, and
financing for Iran

Iran Santions Act
(1996)

• Sanctions on Foreign Firms that do business with Iran’s
Energy Sector

Executive Order 
13382
(2005) 

• Freezing of IRISL’s assets

CISADA (2010)
• Prohibition from banking relationship with US banks

for foreign banks that conduct transactions with
sanctioned Iranian entities

IFCA (2013)

• Prohibition from selling, supplying, or transferring
to/from Iran goods or services used in connection with
the energy, shipping, or shipbuilding sectors of Iran

• Prohibition from (re)insurance for any activity with
respect to Iran sanctioned under US law, including
activities in the energy, shipping, or shipbuilding sectors



The sanctions relevant to the shipping and insurance 
markets - EU Sanctions
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Regulation Provisions relevant for shipping/insurance

961/2010
• Freezing of IRISL’s assets
• Prohibition to load and unload cargoes on and from vessels

owned or chartered by IRISL in ports of Member States

267/2012

• Import ban on crude oil and petroleum products
• Embargo on technology for the oil and gas industry (including

“dual use” technology)
• Prohibition to provide insurance for the transport of Iranian

crude oil and petroleum products
• Prohibition to provide insurance to Iranian entities
• Prohibition to provide bunkering or any kind of ship supply

services to vessels owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by
an Iranian person, entity or body which transport black-listed
goods

1263/2012
• Prohibition to export key naval equipment and technology for

ship-building, maintenance and refit
• Prohibition to import, purchase and transport Iranian natural gas



Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. Some effects

• Iran’s crude exports had dropped from 2,2 mln bpd to 700,000 bpd
• Attempts by Iranian shipping companies’ to by-pass sanctions via switching

flags, changing vessels’ registered names or owners, setting up shell companies,
sailing under flags of convenience

• Uncertainty for operators (frequently connected to the complexity of the
sanctions regulations and/or to the application of the bona fide provisions
contained therein):

 increase of the costs for “compliance”

 BNP has paid sanctions for $ 8,9 bln

• Proliferation of sanctions clauses (c/p and insurance policies)
• Marine insurance as “the stranglehold on Iran”

 US/EU players out of the game

 growth of other marine insurance markets (China, India, Japan
and Russia)

 development of the Iranian Kish P&I club
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. BIMCO - Sanctions Clause for Time 
Charter Parties

“(a) The Owners shall not be obliged to comply with any orders for the employment of
the Vessel in any carriage, trade or on a voyage which, in the reasonable judgment of
the Owners, will expose the Vessel, Owners, managers, crew, the Vessel’s insurers, or
their re-insurers, to any sanction or prohibition imposed by any State, Supranational or
International Governmental Organization.

(b) If the Vessel is already performing an employment to which such sanction or
prohibition is subsequently applied, the Owners shall have the right to refuse to proceed
with the employment and the Charterers shall be obliged to issue alternative voyage
orders within 48 hours of receipt of Owners’ notification of their refusal to proceed. If
the Charterers do not issue such alternative voyage orders the Owners may discharge
any cargo already loaded at any safe port […]”.
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. INTERTANKO - Sanctions Clause

“Any trade in which the vessel is employed under this Charterparty which could expose 
the vessel, its Owners, Managers, crew or insurers to a risk of  sanctions imposed by a 
supranational governmental organization or the United States, {insert other countries} 
shall be deemed unlawful and Owners shall be entitled, at their absolute discretion, to 
refuse to carry out that trade. In the event that such risk arises in relation to a voyage 
the vessel is performing, the Owners shall be entitled to refuse further performance and 
the Charterers shall be obliged to provide alternative voyage orders”.
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. LMA – 3100 Sanction Limitation and 
Exclusion Clause

“No (re)insurer shall be deemed to provide cover and no (re)insurer shall be liable to 
pay any claim or provide any benefit hereunder to the extent that the provision of  such 
cover, payment of  such claim or provision of  such benefit would expose that (re)insurer 
to any sanction, prohibition or restriction under United Nations resolutions or the trade 
or economic sanctions, laws or regulations of  the European Union, Australia, United 
Kingdom or United States of  America”.
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. Arash Shipping v Groupama and others 
[2011] EWCA Civ 620

A composite policy was issued by several underwriters to insure the hull and
machinery of a number of controllers of Iranian oil tankers. The policy was initially
for a year but provided for renewal.

An «Iranian sanction clause» entitled the insurers to cancel the policy where they
were or believed themselves to be subject to «any sanction, prohibition or adverse action».

After inception of the policy, an EU Regulation imposing economic sanctions on
Iran prohibited «the extension or renewal of insurance […] agreements concluded before the
entry into force of this Regulation, but […] it does not prohibit compliance with agreements
concluded before its entry into force».

Groupama decided to terminate the policy under the Iranian Sanction Clause.

It was held that the insurance was validly terminated under the Iranian sanction
clause, and that the policy’s provision for renewal was not a contract of insurance
which was preserved but a contract to enter into a (new) contract of insurance,
which was prohibited by European Law.
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. IRISL v Steamship Mutual [2011] 1 
Lloyd’s Rep 195

Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL) was a member of Steamship
Mutual P&I Club, and had cover for a wide range of risks, including pollution.
Under the terms of the UK Financial Restrictions (Iran) Order 2009, transactions
and business relationships with IRISL were prohibited. HM Treasury issued a
License authorizing the Club to continue providing cover to IRISL. Nevertheless,
the Club decided to terminate cover, and the next day an IRISL vessel suffered a
casualty off the coast of China, resulting in bunker oil pollution.

It was held that:
• on its proper construction, the License did permit the Club to continue to

provide insurance cover;
• the contract was not frustrated, and that IRISL was entitled to be indemnified

in respect of its costs and liabilities arising out of the casualty. That because a
contract which has reduced scope but still retains its original attributes is not
frustrated

 it confirms “the tendency of the English courts to uphold contracts
despite the effect of sanctions” (SOYER-TETTENBORN)
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. The “Nancy” [2013] EWHC 2116 (Comm)

On 14-15 February 2009, the vessel Nancy was totally lost by fire at Nakhodka,
Russia, near the Sea of Japan.
The owner of the vessel claimed an indemnity under a marine insurance policy
from their hull insurer for the constructive total loss of the vessel.
The insurer declined the claim and sought to avoid the insurance policy arguing –
inter alia - that the claim was tainted by a civil illegality under US Iranian sanctions
law by reason of the fact that the owner had invoiced a Chinese charterer for freight
payable in US dollars under a charter of the vessel for the carriage of a cargo from
Iran.
The judge held that the shipowner was entitled to succeed in its claim for an
indemnity, because “there is no reason why public policy should be applied so as to give
insurers a defence to a claim under an insurance policy which is completely unconnected with the
breach of US law” (at 305).
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Effects and problems arising from the implementation 
of  the sanctions. IRISL v EU Council (case T-489/10)

• “It has not been established that, by having transported – on three occasions – military
material in breach of the prohibition laid down in paragraph 5 of Resolution 1747 (2007),
IRISL provided support for nuclear proliferation. Therefore, the three incidents in question do
not justify the adoption and maintenance of the restrictive measures concerning IRISL”
(point 58)

• “The Council’s assertion that, if IRISL transported military material in breach of the
prohibition laid down in paragraph 5 of Resolution 1747 (2007), it necessarily also
transported material linked to nuclear proliferation is not supported by any specific
information or evidence” (point 60)

• “In those circumstances, the Council’s assertion that IRISL has necessarily transported
material linked to nuclear proliferation cannot be accepted” (point 61)

On the basis of that reasoning, the Tribunal annulled several EU measures
against IRISL
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The «Joint Comprehensive Plan of  Action»

Finalization Day
14.7.2015

Nuclear negotiation concluded. JCPOA announced.

Adoption day (AD)
18.10.2015

JCPOA formally adopted.

Implementation day (ID)
16.1.2016

Iran met its commitments under the JCPOA and received 
sanctions relief from the U.S., the U.N., the E.U.

2020: 5 years from AD U.N. sanctions on conventional arms will be lifted

Transition day:
No later than 18.10.2023, or 
when IAEA reaches a broader 
conclusion that Iran’s nuclear 
activities remain peaceful

Ballistic missiles sanctions will be lifted

Secondary U.S. sanctions and E.U. sanctions (still in force as at 
today) will be lifted.

16.07.2024:  8,5 years from ID Iran will be allowed to test up to 30 advanced centrifuge (i.e. the 
device designed to enrich uranium) rotors and bellows

16.1.2031: 15 years from ID Iran will be able to enrich uranium and produce plutonium and 
uranium metals above a determined quantity
The IAEA will no longer continuously monitor centrifuges and 
have regular access to Iranian nuclear sites

16.1.2036: 20 years from ID The IAEA will no longer monitor Iran’s centrifuge rotors and 
bellows

16.1.2041: 25 years from ID IAEA monitoring and oversight of  uranium will end
15



Shipping/Insurance sanctions already lifted
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UN SANCTIONS US SANCTIONS EU SANCTIONS

MARITIME
TRANSPORT

Prohibition on import/export 
into/from Iran of  crude oil, 
petrochemical products, 
precious metals, graphite, raw 
or semi-finished metals (save 
for dual-use items activities, 
goods and equipment 
connected with Iran’s nuclear 
industry)

Inspection of  vessels with 
regard to items that are no 
longer prohibited

Prohibition to provide bunkers 
or other services to Iranian 
owned or chartered vessels

Secondary sanctions 
prohibiting non-US persons 
and entities from transacting 
in respect of:
• Shipping and

shipbuilding sectors
• Import/export 

into/from Iran of  crude
oil, petrochemical 
products, precious 
metals, graphite, raw or 
semi-finished metals

Prohibition on transactions in 
respect of: 
• Shipping and shipbuilding 

sectors
• Import/export into/from 

Iran of  crude oil, 
petrochemical products, 
precious metals, graphite, 
raw or semi-finished metals 
(save for dual-use items and 
activities, goods and 
equipment connected with 
Iran’s nuclear industry)

INSURANCE
Prohibition to provide 
(re)insurance (apart SDNs)

Secondary sanctions 
prohibiting non-US persons 
from providing (re)insurance 
(apart SDNs)

Prohibition to provide 
(re)insurance (apart SDNs)



Shipping/Insurance sanctions not yet lifted

UN SANCTIONS US SANCTIONS EU SANCTIONS

MARITIME
TRANSPORT

Prohibition to transact in 
respect of  still prohibited 
goods and activities (such 
as arms, dual-use items and 
activities, goods and 
equipment connected with 
Iran’s nuclear industry)

Primary sanctions prohibiting 
US-persons and entities from 
engaging in business with Iran 
(save for provision of  foodstuff, 
medical items and Iran’s aviation 
sector) but The American Club 
has obtained an OFAC waiver 
allowing it to providing cover 
for shipments of  crude oil and 
petroleum products from Iran.
Secondary sanctions prohibiting
non-US persons and entities from 
transacting in respect of  still 
prohibited goods and activities 
(such as arms, dual-use items and 
activities, goods and equipment 
connected with Iran’s nuclear 
industry)

Prohibition to transact 
in respect of  still 
prohibited goods and 
activities (such as arms, 
dual-use items and 
activities, goods and 
equipment connected 
with Iran’s nuclear 
industry)

INSURANCE

Prohibition to provide 
(re)insurance to designated 
persons and entities

Prohibition to provide 
(re)insurance to designated 
persons and entities / Primary 
sanctions for US-insurers

Prohibition to provide 
(re)insurance to
designated persons and 
entities
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«General» sanctions not yet lifted

18 If  Iran violates the agreement, any of  the P5+1 can invoke a "snap back" provision, under which the 
sanctions "snap back" into place

UN SANCTIONS US SANCTIONS EU SANCTIONS

Sanctions relating to anti-terrorism, 
missile technology and alleged human 

rights abuses in Iran, and related 
designations for assets freezes.

The secondary sanctions imposed on 
Iran in relation to the alleged support 

of  international terrorist activities, 
human rights abuse or missile 

program, proliferation of  weapons of  
mass destruction.

Sanctions relating to anti-terrorism, 
missile technology and alleged human 

rights abuses in Iran, and related 
designations for assets freezes.

Restrictions relating to activities, 
goods and equipment connected with 
Iran’s nuclear industry and many dual-

use goods.

Asset freezes measures on over 300 
designated individuals and entities’ 

properties (notably Tidewater Middle 
East, major port operator in Iran)

Restrictions relating to activities, 
goods and equipment connected with 
Iran’s nuclear industry and many dual-

use goods.

Asset freezes measures on over 200 
designated individuals and entities’ 

properties (notably Tidewater Middle 
East, major port operator in Iran)

Arms embargo

Primary sanctions, which continue 
to prohibit US persons from 

engaging in business with Iran, 
save for a limited number of  areas for 
which exemptions apply (foodstuff, 

medical items and Iran’s aviation 
sector)

Arms embargo

Arms embargo



Conclusions: The «lifting» and its limits 

• No USD transactions
• No US banks involved
• No US (re)insurers involved (IGP&I interim «fall back» solution to 

replace GXL and Hydra reinsurance programmes)
• No US shipowners/shippers/operators involved
• Compliance policies to be maintained also by EU persons
• «Snap back» 

BUT

• Possibility to obtain «waivers» from OFAC (like The American 
Club)

• «Supportive» role of  the EU and English case law
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